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A criminal investigator for the Illinois Department of Revenue for
approximately 10 years, William J. Benson of South Holland, Illinois has
been at the vanguard of debate and controversy surround the 16th
Amendment for almost two decades. In 1984 he embarked upon a year-long
project to examine the process of the ratification of the 16th Amendment
and to determine whether or not it had been lawfully adopted as part of
the U.S. Constitution. The culmination of Benson’s work is the book,
“The Law That Never Was.”

Bill Benson, author of “The Law That Never Was”

Question: You have been engaged in this 16th amendment battle
for almost 20 years. How did it start?

Answer: I was a former investigator for the Illinois
Department of Revenue. I discovered a great deal of corruption within
that department and for that the Director fired me. I told him if he
fired me, I would sue him for violation of First Amendment rights. Six
and half years later we were in court. We had a jury of six; it was a
civil trial. They awarded me $353,000 for violation of First Amendment
rights.

I began working with my attorney, Andy Spiegal. We had a willful
failure to file case in Indiana. Red Beckman had some documentation
that showed there was some serious problem with the 16th Amendment. He
got the documentation from a man named Dean Hurst, from Cheyenne,
Wyoming. I purchased that documentation and made every attempt to have
Andy get it before the court, and the Judge said no.

The judge gave us three real good reasons why he did that: The
documentation is not notarized, it is not certified, and you do not have
a witness to testify to.

That evening I said, “Okay, the judge has given us our marching
orders. The only thing we have to do is go to all 48 states and get the
documentation” to see if the documents have any validity. The attorney
said, “Bill, you’re crazy, you can’t do that.” I said, “Sure you can.”

Q: How long did it take to do that?
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